Pupil’s App
on Navio
Pupil’s Resource
Centre

A dvantage
by macmillan education

opportunities for Macmillan Education teachers.

Optional communication
activities which develop
lingustic mediation skills.

The Creativity Corners help
pupils become creative
and critical thinkers.

Each writing task focuses
on a different text type.

A video provides a model to help
learners prepare their presentation.

Access to exclusive resources and training
Advantage:

Pupil’s
Resource Centre
Every story
highlights an
important
aspect of SEL
(Social and
Emotional
Learning).

Extra Fun! Magazine
• Magic Phonics (Levels 1&2)
• Test Generator
Teacher’s
Resource Centre

assessment rubrics
Multimedia, vocabulary and grammar worksheets,
• Teacher’s Resource Centre:

Activity Book or Essential Activity
Book with Digital Activity Book

word cards and videos in class

Stories from all over the world
build an understanding and
tolerance of different cultures.

Pupils compare language, acquiring
plurilingualism strategies.

The Curiosity Corners
ecourage pupils to ask
their own questions.

Pupil’s Book 5, Unit 3

Clear models and
functional language help
scaffold learners’ oral
and written production.

The carefully staged project
sets up a learning situation in
which pupils collaborate.

The inter-cultural
dialogue
continues in the
Culture section.

In the Compare cultures
section pupils compare
another culture with
their own, one of
the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.
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Learning starts
in the heart!
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Inclusion
and equity

Kids Can! sparks pupils’ curiosity!

Digitalisation

Associated with each
specific competence
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KEY
COMPETENCES

Kids Can! inspires pupils’ creativity!
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Lighter content

• Communication including

• Learning Situations

Creative expression plays a key role in children’s emotional
development, and in Kids Can! pupils can explore, develop
and share their own imagination and ideas to create
something new, by incorporating activities including art,
dance, poetry, creative thinking, problem solving and
critical thinking.
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NEW CONTENT

NEW METHODOLOGY

NEW
METHODOLOGY
AND CONTENT

Linguistic Mediation

• Cross-curricular Projects
• Co-teaching

• Plurilingualism

• Formative Assessment

Kids Can! develops real
communicative competence!

• Interculturality
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Children’s
Rights

GENERAL
PRINCIPLES

Sustainability

Gender
Equality

Curiosity is the spark that motivates children to learn. Kids
Can! invites children to ask questions, develop an awareness
of how language works through plurilingual strategies,
explore cross-curricular topics, and develop a responsible
attitude towards sustainability. All of these engage children’s
natural curiosity and inspire a passion for learning.

EVALUATION
CRITERIA

OUTPUT PROFILE
Descriptors of Key
Competences

SPECIFIC
COMPETENCES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Every-Ability icon: Activities with
differentiated instructions, whole class
engagement and teacher support.
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Sexualaffective
education

I love the stories – they convey
the importance of friendship,
cooperation and collaboration,
values which are reinforced in
the communicative activities.
Tamara Moreno
CEIP Los Rosales, Madrid
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Kids Can! fosters collaboration!
Cooperative learning and working together
on projects all build social and emotional skills.
In Kids Can!, Social & Emotional Learning and
lessons build values are contextualised in stories,
and builds cultural awareness to help pupils
grow up to be inquisitive, kind and responsible
global citizens.

Kids Can! supports and
celebrates inclusion!

NEW
CURRICULAR
ELEMENTS

Kids Can! has teachers’ needs and their pupils’ needs
at its heart, and offers carefully designed content, digital
resources, tools and tips, and adapted materials for mixed
ability classes. This easy-to-use course offers real support
and helps create an inclusive climate in class – where
every child’s interests and talents are celebrated and
every child’s needs are supported.
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“This is the book
that I would have
loved to have used
in the classroom!”
Donna Shaw
“Engaging our
pupils’ curiosity
is just where
learning begins!”
Mark Ormerod

Children have different ways of
learning. A range of activities that
use different intelligences like in Kids
Can! means they can all learn.
Judith Martínez
Escola La Farigola de
Vallcarca, Barcelona
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Donna Shaw
Mark Ormerod
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The Communication and
Skills section includes both
speaking and writing.

Project Digital Pupil’s Book or Activity Book, flashcards,
• Classroom Presentation Kit

Reading text with a tip box suggesting
a key plurilingualism strategy.

Every ability
icons indicate
activities with
differentiated
instruction
and flexible
learning
outcomes.

with worksheets at 3 levels
Introductory video at the start
of each unit with the “Kids Can
Investigate” team, sparking curiosity.

For teachers

The cross-curricular area is linked to
the topic of the unit and introduces the
2nd vocabulary set using the grammar
structure already presented and practised.
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Pupil’s Book with
Digital Pupil’s Book

Teacher’s App

• Flashcards, word cards and story cards
(Levels 1&2)
mini-rucksack! (Levels 1&2)
• Class puppet that magically turns into a

Teacher’s
Book

Groups from
different
cultures
exchange
messages
about the
topic.

• Something for Everyone pack

Teacher’s
Resource
Box

For pupils

Key components

Unit Walkthrough

Learning starts
in the heart!

Want to know how Kids Can will help you
meet the new requirements?

Real world content and videos with real children ignite pupils’ natural
curiosity to discover more about the world around them. Kids Can! gives
pupils a purpose to communicate and to develop linguistic mediation skills
which facilitate mutual understanding in everyday situations, and helps
children become confident speakers.

www.macmillaneducation.es/lomloe

